By Wednesday 12th June 2019 you need to have completed the tasks set below— a starter, one main
course, one dessert and one drink. All work must be handwritten, so make sure you pay attention to your presentation,
particularly your spelling, punctuation and grammar—this is partly what your work will be marked on. All
participants will receive 25 house points with the best entry from each class receiving a £5 Tesco voucher.

Make a model using 3D shapes. You could use cubes, cuboids, spheres, cylinders and
cones—any 3D shape. Label the shapes you use.
What about a house made with cuboids or a robot made with prisms and cylinders for
legs.

Meat Option

Vegetarian Option

We are going to be looking at People
Who Help Us in the Summer Term. We
will look at the police, the fire brigade,
doctors, dentists and many more. Write
a paragraph about somebody who has
helped you—tell us how they helped
you, where you were and why you
needed help. Draw a picture to go with
your writing showing you with the
person who helped you.

In History we will be finding out about

Choice 1— That’s a Wrap
Create your own wrap—draw it and label
the ingredients you used to make it. What size is your
wrap, what ingredients have you put in and why? I
would definitely have ham in mine. What about you?
Choice 2 — Maps
Draw a map from your front door to school—make
sure you add on the names
of the roads you travel
along. Include a key to show
parks, schools, clinics etc.

Neil Armstrong who landed on the
moon. Build a rocket for a moon landing
using whatever materials you can find.
Attach some space facts to your rocket—
for example—did you know there is no
sound in
space?

SMSC— Choice 1— Rule Of Law—Which
laws do the police uphold? If you had to
make up your own rules for school what
would they be? Remember make them sensible —
think about what would make a difference to you.
SMSC—Choice 2— Saving Money
Design a poster—it should encourage you to earn
pocket money by doing a job or chore. List the possible
chores you could do around the
house to help out eg. Wash
dishes, clean out the hamster,
tidy away your clothes etc.

